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Correction Mode
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Market remains trapped in a minor correction / consolidation mode with falling daily momentum readings. Immediate resistance clustered between 47,871 and 48,529 levels is seen keeping the upside on
check. A relapse below 47,420 level can expose weakness towards 45,627 level. In worst case scenario,
the correction may deepen up to 45,627 and 44,115 levels. A sustained break above 49,214 level is required to suggest an end to the consolidation phase and refresh the bullish progression for new highs.
Investors are advised to accumulate Banks, Insurance, OMCs, Refineries & Utilities on dips as primary
direction remains bullish. Preferred investment plays include MCB, SHEL, PSO, HTL, AICL, SNGP, SSGC,
STCL, SEPL, KEL & LOTCHEM.
13-day Leaders: PMPK, MARI, FEROZ, SSGC, PAEL, PPL, ABOT, SEARL, INDU, NESTLE & PSEL
13-day Laggards: BOP, NCL, RFOODS, CJPL, NML, FABL, AICL, ENGRO, BNWM, NBP & IDYM
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